İncelemek İstediğiniz Ürünü Seçiniz

İncelemek İstediğiniz Ürünü Seçiniz

Select the Product You Want to Review

Select the Product You Want to Review

Hera

Acelya Quilted

Oregon

Perge

Lagos

Lagos Metal Leg

Sinem

Yelpaze

Rapid

Zarif

Kamer

Kamer Metal Leg

Meridyen Armless

Meridyen With Armrests

Pırıl

Mix

Samba

Aris

Arya

Mitra

Arven

Zeus

İncelemek İstediğiniz Ürünü Seçiniz

İncelemek İstediğiniz Ürünü Seçiniz

Select the Product You Want to Review

Select the Product You Want to Review

Nova

Nova Quilted

Duna

Luna

Nepal

Kafes

Gondol

Yonca

Lion

Ladin Wooden Leg

Ladin Metal Leg

Varsova

Chester

Sembol

Sultan

Cinar

Porta

Erguvan

Cross

Anit

Idil

İncelemek İstediğiniz Ürünü Seçiniz

İncelemek İstediğiniz Ürünü Seçiniz

Select the Product You Want to Review

Select the Product You Want to Review

Eva

Liana

Elit

Evos

Hazeran

Fulya

Ates

Aspendos

Roma

Kadife

Mesa

Ipek

Carmen

Assos

Lotus

Tulp

Nergis

Almira

Madrid

Inci

Atlas

İncelemek İstediğiniz Ürünü Seçiniz
Select the Product You Want to Review

İncelemek İstediğiniz Ürünü Seçiniz
Select the Product You Want to Review

Mars

Ege

Mengen

Goynuk

Piramit

Luxor

Seben

Koroglu

Rex

Marti

Bera

Melodi

İncelemek İstediğiniz Ürünü Seçiniz
Select the Product You Want to Review

Anka

Bady

Lale

Lila

İncelemek İstediğiniz Ürünü Seçiniz
Select the Product You Want to Review

Mavi

Tabure / Stool

you comfort during all day.

HERA

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
48cm

0,45 m3 - 19kg
80x55x104cm
2 PCS PER A BOX

85cm

54

cm

Assembled Shipping.
Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 85cm - WIDTH: 48cm - DEPTH: 54cm
WEIGHT: 8kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 0.60 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

0.60 m / 1 pcs

W: 80cm
D: 55cm
H: 104cm

0,45m3
PER A BOX

19kg
PER A BOX

270 PCS

240 PCS

NONE

05
12

This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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provides you comfort during all day.

ACELYAquilted

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
50cm

0,45 m3 - 17kg
80x55x104cm
2 PCS PER A BOX

92cm

52

cm

Assembled Shipping.
Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 92cm - WIDTH: 50cm - DEPTH: 52cm
WEIGHT: 7kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 1.10 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

1.10 m / 1 pcs

W: 80cm
D: 55cm
H: 104cm

0,45m3
PER A BOX

17kg
PER A BOX

270 PCS

240 PCS

NONE

01
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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provides you comfort during all day.

OREGON

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
50cm

0,45 m3 - 17.2kg
80x55x104cm
2 PCS PER A BOX

86cm

Assembled Shipping.

63cm

Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 86cm - WIDTH: 50cm - DEPTH: 63cm
WEIGHT: 7.1kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 1.10 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

1.10 m / 1 pcs

W: 80cm
D: 55cm
H: 104cm

0,45m3
PER A BOX

17.2kg
PER A BOX

270 PCS

240 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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PERGE

you comfort during all day.

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
50cm

0,45 m3 - 15,4kg
80x55x104cm
2 PCS PER A BOX

86cm

55cm

Assembled Shipping.
Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 86cm - WIDTH: 50cm - DEPTH: 55cm
WEIGHT: 6.2kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 0.90 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED
0.90 m / 1 pcs

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

W: 80cm
D: 55cm
H: 104cm

0,45m3
PER A BOX

15.4kg
PER A BOX

270 PCS

240 PCS

NONE

10
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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RAPID

you comfort during all day.

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
50cm

0,45 m3 - 15.2kg
80x55x104cm
2 PCS PER A BOX

87cm

54cm

Assembled Shipping.
Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 87cm - WIDTH: 50cm - DEPTH: 54cm
WEIGHT: 6.6kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 1 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

1 m / 1 pcs

W: 80cm
D: 55cm
H: 104cm

0,45m3
PER A BOX

15.2kg
PER A BOX

270 PCS

240 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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ZARIF

you comfort during all day.

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
50cm

0,45 m3 - 19kg
80x55x104cm
2 PCS PER A BOX

95cm

Assembled Or Disassambled Shipping.

62cm

Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 95cm - WIDTH: 50cm - DEPTH: 62cm
WEIGHT: 8kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 1.2 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

1.2 m / 1 pcs

W: 80cm
D: 55cm
H: 104cm

0,45m3
PER A BOX

19kg
PER A BOX

270 PCS

240 PCS

NONE

24
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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provides you comfort during all day.

KAMERwood leg

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
46cm

0,45 m3 - 16.2kg
80x55x104cm
2 PCS PER A BOX

82cm

54cm

Assembled Shipping.
Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 82cm - WIDTH: 46cm - DEPTH: 54cm
WEIGHT: 6.6kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 1 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

1 m / 1 pcs

W: 80cm
D: 55cm
H: 104cm

0,45m3
PER A BOX

16.2kg
PER A BOX

270 PCS

240 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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KAMERmetal leg

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
46cm

0,45 m3 - 16.2kg
80x55x104cm
2 PCS PER A BOX

82cm

Assembled Shipping.

54cm

Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 82cm - WIDTH: 46cm - DEPTH: 54cm
WEIGHT: 6.6kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 1 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

METAL COLOUR

Ruya-54

CHROME ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

1 m / 1 pcs

W: 80cm
D: 55cm
H: 104cm

0,45m3
PER A BOX

16.2kg
PER A BOX

270 PCS

240 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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SAMBAwood leg

provides you comfort during all day.

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
50cm

0,45 m3 - 14.2kg
80x55x104cm
2 PCS PER A BOX

80cm

52cm

Assembled Or Disassambled Shipping.
Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 80cm - WIDTH: 50cm - DEPTH: 52cm
WEIGHT: 5.6kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 0.75 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

0.75 m / 1 pcs

W: 80cm
D: 55cm
H: 104cm

0,45m3
PER A BOX

14.2kg
PER A BOX

270 PCS

240 PCS

NONE

14
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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you comfort during all day.

ARIS

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
46cm

0,45 m3 - 12.6kg
80x55x104cm
2 PCS PER A BOX

82cm

55cm

Assembled Shipping.
Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 82cm - WIDTH: 46cm - DEPTH: 55cm
WEIGHT: 4.8kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 0.80 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

0.80 m / 1 pcs

W: 80cm
D: 55cm
H: 104cm

0,45m3
PER A BOX

12.6kg
PER A BOX

270 PCS

240 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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ARYA

you comfort during all day.

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
44cm

0,29 m3 - 16kg
62x50x94cm
2 PCS PER A BOX

88cm

Assembled Shipping.

50cm

Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 88cm - WIDTH: 44cm - DEPTH: 50cm
WEIGHT: 6.5kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 0.80 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

0.80 m / 1 pcs

W: 62cm
D: 50cm
H: 94cm

0,29m3
PER A BOX

16kg
PER A BOX

430 PCS

280 PCS

NONE

76
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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LAGOSwood leg

you comfort during all day.

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
48cm

0,45 m3 - 15kg
80x55x104cm
2 PCS PER A BOX

86cm

Assembled Shipping.

60cm

Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 86cm - WIDTH: 48cm - DEPTH: 60cm
WEIGHT: 6kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 1 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

1 m / 1 pcs

W: 80cm
D: 55cm
H: 104cm

0,45m3
PER A BOX

15kg
PER A BOX

270 PCS

240 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
of miscellaneous transaction. Our company may only be represented and bound by the original signatures of company representatives authorized to do so for the relevant transaction as per latest
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LAGOSmetal leg

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
48cm

0,45 m3 - 15kg
80x55x104cm
2 PCS PER A BOX

86cm

Assembled Shipping.

60cm

Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 86cm - WIDTH: 48cm - DEPTH: 60cm
WEIGHT: 6kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 1 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

METAL COLOUR

Ruya-54

CHROME ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

1 m / 1 pcs

W: 80cm
D: 55cm
H: 104cm

0,45m3
PER A BOX

15kg
PER A BOX

270 PCS

240 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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provides you comfort during all day.

SINEM

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
50cm

0,45 m3 - 17kg
80x55x104cm
2 PCS PER A BOX

82cm

50cm

Assembled Or Disassambled Shipping.
Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 82cm - WIDTH: 50cm - DEPTH: 50cm
WEIGHT: 7kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 1 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

1 m / 1 pcs

W: 80cm
D: 55cm
H: 104cm

0,45m3
PER A BOX

17kg
PER A BOX

270 PCS

240 PCS

NONE

15
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer

39

YELPAZE

provides you comfort during all day.

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
45cm

0,45 m3 - 16kg
80x55x104cm
2 PCS PER A BOX

90cm

Assembled Shipping.

45cm

Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 90cm - WIDTH: 45cm - DEPTH: 45cm
WEIGHT: 6.5kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 0.30 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

0.30 m / 1 pcs

W: 80cm
D: 55cm
H: 104cm

0,45m3
PER A BOX

16kg
PER A BOX

270 PCS

240 PCS

NONE

25
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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MERIDYENarmless

provides you comfort during all day.

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
44cm

0,45 m3 - 14kg
80x55x104cm
2 PCS PER A BOX

84cm

Assembled Shipping.

54cm

Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 84cm - WIDTH: 44cm - DEPTH: 54cm
WEIGHT: 5.5kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 0.30 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

0.30 m / 1 pcs

W: 80cm
D: 55cm
H: 104cm

0,45m3
PER A BOX

14kg
PER A BOX

270 PCS

240 PCS

NONE

18
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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MERIDYENwith armrests

provides you comfort during all day.

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
50cm

0,45 m3 - 15kg
80x55x104cm
2 PCS PER A BOX

84cm

Assembled Shipping.

54cm

Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 84cm - WIDTH: 50cm - DEPTH: 54cm
WEIGHT: 6kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 0.30 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

0.30 m / 1 pcs

W: 80cm
D: 55cm
H: 104cm

0,45m3
PER A BOX

15kg
PER A BOX

270 PCS

240 PCS

NONE

19
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer

45

you comfort during all day.

PIRIL

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
50cm

0,45 m3 - 20kg
80x55x104cm
2 PCS PER A BOX

83cm

48cm

Assembled Or Disassambled Shipping.
Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 83cm - WIDTH: 50cm - DEPTH: 48cm
WEIGHT: 8.5kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 1.10 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

1.10 m / 1 pcs

W: 80cm
D: 55cm
H: 104cm

0,45m3
PER A BOX

20kg
PER A BOX

270 PCS

240 PCS

NONE

11
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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MIX

you comfort during all day.

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
50cm

0,45 m3 - 17.4kg
80x55x104cm
2 PCS PER A BOX

80cm

56cm

Assembled Shipping.
Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 80cm - WIDTH: 50cm - DEPTH: 56cm
WEIGHT: 7.2kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 1 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

1 m / 1 pcs

W: 80cm
D: 55cm
H: 104cm

0,45m3
PER A BOX

17.4kg
PER A BOX

270 PCS

240 PCS

NONE

07
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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MITRA

you comfort during all day.

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
55cm

0,58 m3 - 17kg
80x70x104cm
2 PCS PER A BOX

80cm

Assembled Shipping.

58cm

Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 80cm - WIDTH: 55cm - DEPTH: 58cm
WEIGHT: 7.5kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 1.20 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

1.20 m / 1 pcs

W: 80cm
D: 70cm
H: 104cm

0,58m3
PER A BOX

17kg
PER A BOX

200 PCS

180 PCS

NONE

90
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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you comfort during all day.

ARVEN

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
56cm

0,45 m3 - 22kg
80x55x104cm
2 PCS PER A BOX

80cm

Assembled Shipping.

56cm

Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 80cm - WIDTH: 56cm - DEPTH: 56cm
WEIGHT: 9.5kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 1.20 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

1.20 m / 1 pcs

W: 80cm
D: 55cm
H: 104cm

0,45m3
PER A BOX

22kg
PER A BOX

130 PCS

120 PCS

NONE

52
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
of miscellaneous transaction. Our company may only be represented and bound by the original signatures of company representatives authorized to do so for the relevant transaction as per latest
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you comfort during all day.

ZEUS

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
56cm

0,32 m3 - 8.5kg
62x62x83cm
1 PCS PER A BOX

78cm

Assembled Shipping.

50cm

Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 78cm - WIDTH: 56cm - DEPTH: 50cm
WEIGHT: 6.5kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 0.40 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

0.40 m / 1 pcs

W: 62cm
D: 62cm
H: 83cm

0,32m3
PER A BOX

8.5kg
PER A BOX

240 PCS

114 PCS

NONE

88
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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you comfort during all day.

NOVA

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
53cm

0,45 m3 - 19.2kg
80x55x104cm
2 PCS PER A BOX

82cm

50

cm

Assembled Or Disassambled Shipping.
Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 82cm - WIDTH: 53cm - DEPTH: 50cm
WEIGHT: 8.1kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 1.25 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

1.25 m / 1 pcs

W: 80cm
D: 55cm
H: 104cm

0,45m3
PER A BOX

19.2kg
PER A BOX

270 PCS

240 PCS

NONE

08
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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you comfort during all day.

NOVAquilted

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
53cm

0,45 m3 - 19.2kg
80x55x104cm
2 PCS PER A BOX

82cm

50

cm

Assembled Or Disassambled Shipping.
Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 82cm - WIDTH: 53cm - DEPTH: 50cm
WEIGHT: 8.1kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 1.25 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

1.25 m / 1 pcs

W: 80cm
D: 55cm
H: 104cm

0,45m3
PER A BOX

19.2kg
PER A BOX

270 PCS

240 PCS

NONE

22
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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you comfort during all day.

DUNA

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
58cm

0,31 m3 - 10.3kg
62x62x80cm
1 PCS PER A BOX

78cm

Assembled Shipping.

48cm

Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 78cm - WIDTH: 58cm - DEPTH: 48cm
WEIGHT: 8.3kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 1.25 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

1.25 m / 1 pcs

W: 62cm
D: 62cm
H: 80cm

0,31m3
PER A BOX

10.3kg
PER A BOX

180 PCS

160 PCS

NONE

40
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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you comfort during all day.

LUNA

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
56cm

0,31 m3 - 11kg
62x62x80cm
1 PCS PER A BOX

82cm

Assembled Shipping.

52cm

Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 82cm - WIDTH: 56cm - DEPTH: 52cm
WEIGHT: 8.5kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 1.50 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

1.50 m / 1 pcs

W: 62cm
D: 62cm
H: 80cm

0,31m3
PER A BOX

11kg
PER A BOX

180 PCS

160 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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LION

you comfort during all day.

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
58cm

0,31 m3 - 10kg
62x62x80cm
1 PCS PER A BOX

78cm

Assembled Shipping.

60cm

Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 78cm - WIDTH: 58cm - DEPTH: 60cm
WEIGHT: 7.3kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 1.5 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

1.5 m / 1 pcs

W: 62cm
D: 62cm
H: 80cm

0,31m3
PER A BOX

10kg
PER A BOX

180 PCS

160 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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LADINwooden leg

you comfort during all day.

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information

BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
64cm

0,31 m3 - 11.8kg
62x62x80cm
1 PCS PER A BOX

82cm

Assembled or Disassembled Shipping.

62cm

Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 82cm - WIDTH: 64cm - DEPTH: 62cm
WEIGHT: 9.8kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 1 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

1 m / 1 pcs

W: 62cm
D: 62cm
H: 80cm

0,31m3
PER A BOX

11.8kg
PER A BOX

180 PCS

160 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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LADINmetal leg

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
64cm

0,31 m3 - 11.8kg
62x62x80cm
1 PCS PER A BOX

82cm

Assembled or Disassembled Shipping.

62cm

Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 82cm - WIDTH: 64cm - DEPTH: 62cm
WEIGHT: 9.8kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 1 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

METAL COLOUR

Ruya-54

CHROME ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

1 m / 1 pcs

W: 62cm
D: 62cm
H: 80cm

0,31m3
PER A BOX

11.8kg
PER A BOX

180 PCS

160 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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VARSOVA

provides you comfort during all day.

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
60cm

0,31 m3 - 11kg
62x62x80cm
1 PCS PER A BOX

80cm

Assembled Shipping.

60cm

Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 80cm - WIDTH: 60cm - DEPTH: 60cm
WEIGHT: 8kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 0.70 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

0.70 m / 1 pcs

W: 62cm
D: 62cm
H: 80cm

0,31m3
PER A BOX

11kg
PER A BOX

180 PCS

160 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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PORTA

you comfort during all day.

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
60cm

0,45 m3 - 10kg
80x55x104cm
1 PCS PER A BOX

82cm

Assembled Shipping.

46cm

Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 82cm - WIDTH: 60cm - DEPTH: 46cm
WEIGHT: 8kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 1.60 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

1.60 m / 1 pcs

W: 80cm
D: 55cm
H: 104cm

0,45m3
PER A BOX

10kg
PER A BOX

130 PCS

120 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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ERGUVAN

provides you comfort during all day.

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
-cm

- m3
x-x-x-cm
1 PCS PER A BOX

-cm

Assembled or Disassembled Shipping.

-cm

Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: -cm - WIDTH: -cm - DEPTH: -cm

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 1.30 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED
1.30 m / 1 pcs

BOX SIZES
H: -cm
W: -cm
D: -cm

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

-m3
PER A BOX

-

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK
- PCS

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’
- PCS

STACKABLE
NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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CROSS

you comfort during all day.

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
60cm

0,31 m3 - 12kg
62x62x80cm
1 PCS PER A BOX

74cm

Assembled Shipping.

62cm

Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 74cm - WIDTH: 60cm - DEPTH: 62cm
WEIGHT: 10kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 1 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

1 m / 1 pcs

W: 62cm
D: 62cm
H: 80cm

0,31m3
PER A BOX

12kg
PER A BOX

180 PCS

160 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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you comfort during all day.

ANIT

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
54cm

0,45 m3 - 10.8kg
80x55x104cm
1 PCS PER A BOX

92cm

Assembled Shipping.

50cm

Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 92cm - WIDTH: 54cm - DEPTH: 50cm
WEIGHT: 8.8kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 0.40 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

0.40 m / 1 pcs

W: 80cm
D: 55cm
H: 104cm

0,45m3
PER A BOX

10.8kg
PER A BOX

135 PCS

120 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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NEPAL

you comfort during all day.

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
62cm

0,45 m3 - 8.8kg
80x55x104cm
1 PCS PER A BOX

80cm

Assembled Shipping.

46cm

Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 80cm - WIDTH: 62cm - DEPTH: 46cm
WEIGHT: 6.8kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 0.40 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

0.40 m / 1 pcs

W: 80cm
D: 55cm
H: 104cm

0,45m3
PER A BOX

8.8kg
PER A BOX

130 PCS

120 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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KAFES

you comfort during all day.

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
60cm

0,31 m3 - 9.3kg
62x62x80cm
1 PCS PER A BOX

71cm

Assembled Shipping.

50cm

Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 71cm - WIDTH: 60cm - DEPTH: 50cm
WEIGHT: 7.3kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 0.40 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

0.40 m / 1 pcs

W: 62cm
D: 62cm
H: 80cm

0,31m3
PER A BOX

9.3kg
PER A BOX

180 PCS

160 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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GONDOL

provides you comfort during all day.

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
62cm

0,31 m3 - 17kg
62x62x80cm
1 PCS PER A BOX

76cm

Assembled Shipping.

60cm

Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 76cm - WIDTH: 62cm - DEPTH: 60cm
WEIGHT: 14kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 2 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

2 m / 1 pcs

W: 62cm
D: 62cm
H: 80cm

0,31m3
PER A BOX

17kg
PER A BOX

180 PCS

160 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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YONCA

you comfort during all day.

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information

BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
70cm

0,48 m3 - 24kg
74x68x94cm
1 PCS PER A BOX

90cm

Assembled Shipping.

64cm

Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 90cm - WIDTH: 70cm - DEPTH: 64cm
WEIGHT: 10.5kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 1.50 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

1.50 m / 1 pcs

W: 74cm
D: 68cm
H: 94cm

0,48m3
PER A BOX

24kg
PER A BOX

120 PCS

100 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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CHESTER

Chester chair is designed suitable with human body lines so it
provides you comfort during all day.

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information

BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
76cm

0,51 m3 - 14kg
80x80x80cm
1 PCS PER A BOX

76cm

Assembled Shipping.

70cm

Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 76cm - WIDTH: 76cm - DEPTH: 70cm
WEIGHT: 12kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 1.10 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

1.10 m / 1 pcs

W: 80cm
D: 80cm
H: 80cm

0,51m3
PER A BOX

14kg
PER A BOX

150 PCS

135 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
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SEMBOL

Sembol chair is designed suitable with human body lines so it
provides you comfort during all day.

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information

BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
62cm

0,38 m3 - 14kg
65x65x90cm
1 PCS PER A BOX

86cm

Assembled Shipping.

60cm

Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 86cm - WIDTH: 62cm - DEPTH: 60cm
WEIGHT: 11kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 2 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

2 m / 1 pcs

W: 65cm
D: 65cm
H: 90cm

0,38m3
PER A BOX

14kg
PER A BOX

180 PCS

110 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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SULTAN

provides you comfort during all day.

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information

BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
65cm

0,58 m3 - 14kg
70x80x104cm
1 PCS PER A BOX

95cm

Assembled Shipping.

76cm

Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 95cm - WIDTH: 65cm - DEPTH: 76cm
WEIGHT: 11.5kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 2 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

WOOD COLOUR

Ruya-54

NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

2 m / 1 pcs

W: 70cm
D: 80cm
H: 104cm

0,58m3
PER A BOX

14kg
PER A BOX

100 PCS

90 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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CINAR

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
62cm

0,31 m3 - 10kg
62x62x80cm
1 PCS PER A BOX

76cm

Assembled or Disassembled Shipping.

62cm

Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 76cm - WIDTH: 62cm - DEPTH: 62cm
WEIGHT: 8kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 1.15 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

METAL COLOUR

Ruya-54

CHROME ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

1.15 m / 1 pcs

W: 62cm
D: 62cm
H: 80cm

0,31m3
PER A BOX

10kg
PER A BOX

180 PCS

160 PCS

NONE

38
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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IDIL

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
45cm

0,38 m3 - 18kg
65x65x90cm
2 PCS PER A BOX

84-96cm

Assembled Or Disassambled Shipping.

52cm

Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 84-96cm - WIDTH: 45cm - DEPTH: 52cm
WEIGHT: 8kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 0.60 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

METAL COLOUR

Ruya-54

CHROME ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

0.60 m / 1 pcs

W: 65cm
D: 65cm
H: 90cm

0,38m3
PER A BOX

18kg
PER A BOX

360 PCS

216 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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EVA

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
44cm

0,45 m3 - 14kg
80x55x104cm
2 PCS PER A BOX

86cm

Assembled Or Disassembled Shipping.

54cm

Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 86cm - WIDTH: 44cm - DEPTH: 54cm
WEIGHT: 5.5kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 1 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

METAL COLOUR

Ruya-54

CHROME ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

1 m / 1 pcs

W: 80cm
D: 55cm
H: 104cm

0,45m3
PER A BOX

14kg
PER A BOX

270 PCS

240 PCS

NONE

31
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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LIANA

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
42cm

0,45 m3 - 15kg
80x55x104cm
2 PCS PER A BOX

85cm

Assembled Or Disassembled Shipping.

52cm

Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 85cm - WIDTH: 42cm - DEPTH: 52cm
WEIGHT: 6kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 0.50 m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

METAL COLOUR

Ruya-54

CHROME ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

0.50 m / 1 pcs

W: 80cm
D: 55cm
H: 104cm

0,45m3
PER A BOX

15kg
PER A BOX

270 PCS

240 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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ELIT

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
PRODUCT SIZES

BOX SIZES

42cm

0,45 m3 - 18kg
80x55x104cm
2 PCS PER A BOX

85cm

Assembled Or Disassembled Shipping.

54cm

Minimum Order: 24 PCS

HEIGHT: 85cm - WIDTH: 42cm - DEPTH: 54cm
WEIGHT: 7.5kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: None / 1 pcs

WOOD COLOUR
NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

METAL COLOUR
WHITE

CHROME ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

NONE / 1 pcs

W: 80cm
D: 55cm
H: 104cm

0,45m3
PER A BOX

18kg
PER A BOX

270 PCS

240 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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EVOS

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
42cm

0,18 m3 - 33kg
57x48X62cm
5 PCS PER A BOX

85cm

Disassembled Shipping.

50cm

HEIGHT: 85cm - WIDTH: 42cm - DEPTH: 50cm
WEIGHT: 6kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 0.20m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

METAL COLOUR

Ruya-54

CHROME ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

0.20m / 1 pcs

W: 57cm
D: 48cm
H: 62cm

0,18m3
PER A BOX

33kg
PER A BOX

1200 PCS

1100 PCS

NONE

71
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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ROMA

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
PRODUCT SIZES

BOX SIZES

42cm

0,18 m3 - 30kg
57X48X62cm
5 PCS PER A BOX

85cm

Disassembled Shipping.

50cm

HEIGHT: 85cm - WIDTH: 42cm - DEPTH: 50cm
WEIGHT: 5.5kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: None / 1 pcs

WOOD COLOUR
NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

METAL COLOUR
WHITE

CHROME ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

NONE / 1 pcs

W: 57cm
D: 48cm
H: 62cm

0,18m3
PER A BOX

30kg
PER A BOX

1200 PCS

1100 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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KADIFE

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
42cm

0,18 m3 - 33kg
57x48X62cm
5 PCS PER A BOX

85cm

Disassembled Shipping.

50cm

HEIGHT: 85cm - WIDTH: 42cm - DEPTH: 50cm
WEIGHT: 6kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 0.20m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

METAL COLOUR

Ruya-54

CHROME ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

0.20m / 1 pcs

W: 57cm
D: 48cm
H: 62cm

0,18m3
PER A BOX

33kg
PER A BOX

1200 PCS

1100 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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MESA

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
PRODUCT SIZES

BOX SIZES

42cm

0,18 m3 - 30kg
57x48X62cm
5 PCS PER A BOX

85cm

Disassembled Shipping.

50cm

HEIGHT: 85cm - WIDTH: 42cm - DEPTH: 50cm
WEIGHT: 5.5kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: None / 1 pcs

WOOD COLOUR
NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

METAL COLOUR
WHITE

CHROME ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

NONE / 1 pcs

W: 57cm
D: 48cm
H: 62cm

0,18m3
PER A BOX

30kg
PER A BOX

1200 PCS

1100 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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IPEK

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information

BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
42cm

0,18 m3 - 33kg
57x48X62cm
5 PCS PER A BOX

85cm

Disassembled Shipping.

50cm

HEIGHT: 85cm - WIDTH: 42cm - DEPTH: 50cm
WEIGHT: 6kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 0.20m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

METAL COLOUR

Ruya-54

CHROME ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

0.20m / 1 pcs

W: 57cm
D: 48cm
H: 62cm

0,18m3
PER A BOX

33kg
PER A BOX

1200 PCS

1100 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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NERGIS

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
PRODUCT SIZES

BOX SIZES

42cm

0,18 m3 - 30kg
57X48X62cm
5 PCS PER A BOX

85cm

Disassembled Shipping.

50cm

HEIGHT: 85cm - WIDTH: 42cm - DEPTH: 50cm
WEIGHT: 5.5kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: None / 1 pcs

WOOD COLOUR
NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

METAL COLOUR
WHITE

CHROME ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

NONE / 1 pcs

W: 57cm
D: 48cm
H: 62cm

0,18m3
PER A BOX

30kg
PER A BOX

1200 PCS

1100 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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ALMIRA

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
42cm

0,18 m3 - 33kg
57x48X62cm
5 PCS PER A BOX

85cm

Disassembled Shipping.

50cm

HEIGHT: 85cm - WIDTH: 42cm - DEPTH: 50cm
WEIGHT: 6kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 0.20m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

METAL COLOUR

Ruya-54

CHROME ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

0.20m / 1 pcs

W: 57cm
D: 48cm
H: 62cm

0,18m3
PER A BOX

33kg
PER A BOX

1200 PCS

1100 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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MADRID

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
PRODUCT SIZES

BOX SIZES

42cm

0,18 m3 - 30kg
57x48X62cm
5 PCS PER A BOX

85cm

Disassembled Shipping.

50cm

HEIGHT: 85cm - WIDTH: 42cm - DEPTH: 50cm
WEIGHT: 5.5kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: None / 1 pcs

WOOD COLOUR
NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

METAL COLOUR
WHITE

CHROME ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

NONE / 1 pcs

W: 57cm
D: 48cm
H: 62cm

0,18m3
PER A BOX

30kg
PER A BOX

1200 PCS

1100 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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INCI

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
42cm

0,18 m3 - 33kg
57x48X62cm
5 PCS PER A BOX

85cm

Disassembled Shipping.

50cm

HEIGHT: 85cm - WIDTH: 42cm - DEPTH: 50cm
WEIGHT: 6kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 0.20m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

METAL COLOUR

Ruya-54

CHROME ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

0.20m / 1 pcs

W: 57cm
D: 48cm
H: 62cm

0,18m3
PER A BOX

33kg
PER A BOX

1200 PCS

1100 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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HAZERAN

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
PRODUCT SIZES

BOX SIZES

42cm

0,18 m3 - 30kg
57x48X62cm
5 PCS PER A BOX

85cm

Disassembled Shipping.

50cm

HEIGHT: 85cm - WIDTH: 42cm - DEPTH: 50cm
WEIGHT: 5.5kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: None / 1 pcs

WOOD COLOUR
NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

METAL COLOUR
WHITE

CHROME ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

NONE / 1 pcs

W: 57cm
D: 48cm
H: 62cm

0,18m3
PER A BOX

30kg
PER A BOX

1200 PCS

1100 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
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FULYA

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
42cm

0,18 m3 - 33kg
57x48X62cm
5 PCS PER A BOX

85cm

Disassembled Shipping.

50cm

HEIGHT: 85cm - WIDTH: 42cm - DEPTH: 50cm
WEIGHT: 6kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 0.20m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

METAL COLOUR

Ruya-54

CHROME ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

0.20m / 1 pcs

W: 57cm
D: 48cm
H: 62cm

0,18m3
PER A BOX

33kg
PER A BOX

1200 PCS

1100 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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ATES

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
PRODUCT SIZES

BOX SIZES

42cm

0,18 m3 - 30kg
57x48X62cm
5 PCS PER A BOX

85cm

Disassembled Shipping.

50cm

HEIGHT: 85cm - WIDTH: 42cm - DEPTH: 50cm
WEIGHT: 5.5kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: None / 1 pcs

WOOD COLOUR
NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

METAL COLOUR
WHITE

CHROME ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

NONE / 1 pcs

W: 57cm
D: 48cm
H: 62cm

0,18m3
PER A BOX

30kg
PER A BOX

1200 PCS

1100 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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ASPENDOS

provides you comfort during all day.

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
42cm

0,18 m3 - 33kg
48X57X62cm
5 PCS PER A BOX

85cm

Disassembled Shipping.

50cm

HEIGHT: 85cm - WIDTH: 42cm - DEPTH: 50cm
WEIGHT: 6kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 0.20m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

METAL COLOUR

Ruya-54

CHROME ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

0.20m / 1 pcs

W: 57cm
D: 48cm
H: 62cm

0,18m3
PER A BOX

33kg
PER A BOX

1200 PCS

1100 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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CARMEN

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
PRODUCT SIZES

BOX SIZES

42cm

0,18 m3 - 30kg
48X57X62cm
5 PCS PER A BOX

85cm

Disassembled Shipping.

50cm

HEIGHT: 85cm - WIDTH: 42cm - DEPTH: 50cm
WEIGHT: 5.5kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: None / 1 pcs

WOOD COLOUR
NATUREL WALNUT ANTRASIT

BLACK

METAL COLOUR
WHITE

CHROME ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

NONE / 1 pcs

W: 57cm
D: 48cm
H: 62cm

0,18m3
PER A BOX

30kg
PER A BOX

1200 PCS

1100 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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ASSOS

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
42cm

0,18 m3 - 33kg
57x48X62cm
5 PCS PER A BOX

85cm

Disassembled Shipping.

50cm

HEIGHT: 85cm - WIDTH: 42cm - DEPTH: 50cm
WEIGHT: 6kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 0.20m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

METAL COLOUR

Ruya-54

CHROME ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

0.20m / 1 pcs

W: 57cm
D: 48cm
H: 62cm

0,18m3
PER A BOX

33kg
PER A BOX

1200 PCS

1100 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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LOTUS

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
42cm

0,18 m3 - 33kg
57x48X62cm
5 PCS PER A BOX

85cm

Disassembled Shipping.

50cm

HEIGHT: 85cm - WIDTH: 42cm - DEPTH: 50cm
WEIGHT: 6kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 0.20m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

METAL COLOUR

Ruya-54

CHROME ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

0.20m / 1 pcs

W: 57cm
D: 48cm
H: 62cm

0,18m3
PER A BOX

33kg
PER A BOX

1200 PCS

1100 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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TULP

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
42cm

0,18 m3 - 33kg
57X48X62cm
5 PCS PER A BOX

85cm

Disassembled Shipping.

50cm

HEIGHT: 85cm - WIDTH: 42cm - DEPTH: 50cm
WEIGHT: 6kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 0.20m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

METAL COLOUR

Ruya-54

CHROME ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

0.20m / 1 pcs

W: 57cm
D: 48cm
H: 62cm

0,18m3
PER A BOX

33kg
PER A BOX

1200 PCS

1100 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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ATLAS

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
BOX SIZES

PRODUCT SIZES
42cm

0,18 m3 - 33kg
57x48X62cm
5 PCS PER A BOX

85cm

Disassembled Shipping.

50cm

HEIGHT: 85cm - WIDTH: 42cm - DEPTH: 50cm
WEIGHT: 6kg

FABRIC REQUIRED

Go to the website.

Upholstered product. Fabric type and colour maybe configured.
Fabric Required: 0.20m / 1 pcs

FABRIC COLOUR
Ruya-12

Ruya-18

Ruya-24

METAL COLOUR

Ruya-54

CHROME ANTRASIT

BLACK

WHITE

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

0.20m / 1 pcs

W: 57cm
D: 48cm
H: 62cm

0,18m3
PER A BOX

33kg
PER A BOX

1200 PCS

1100 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
any damage it may cause on your computer. Unless otherwise stated in an agreement, this message shall not be deemed as an offer, invitation to treat, precontract, letter of intent, approval or an offer
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MARS

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
PRODUCT SIZES

BOX SIZES

120cm
80cm

0,23 m3
150x95x16cm
1 PCS PER A BOX

78cm

Disassembled Shipping.
Minimum Order: 100 PCS

HEIGHT: 78cm - WIDTH: 120cm - DEPTH: 80cm
OPENING WIDTH: 150cm

Go to the website.

WOOD COLOUR
It can be selected from MDF colors.

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

NONE

W: 150cm
D: 95cm
H: 16cm

0,23m3
PER A BOX

NONE

250 PCS

224 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
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EGE

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
PRODUCT SIZES

BOX SIZES

138cm
80cm

0,23 m3
150x95x16cm
1 PCS PER A BOX

78cm

Disassembled Shipping.
Minimum Order: 100 PCS

HEIGHT: 78cm - WIDTH: 138cm - DEPTH: 80cm

Go to the website.

WOOD COLOUR
It can be selected from MDF colors.

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

NONE

W: 150cm
D: 95cm
H: 16cm

0,23m3
PER A BOX

NONE

250 PCS

224 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
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PIRAMIT

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
PRODUCT SIZES

BOX SIZES

138cm
80cm

0,23 m3
150x95x16cm
1 PCS PER A BOX

78cm

Disassembled Shipping.
Minimum Order: 100 PCS

HEIGHT: 78cm - WIDTH: 138cm - DEPTH: 80cm

Go to the website.

WOOD COLOUR
It can be selected from MDF colors.

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

NONE

W: 150cm
D: 95cm
H: 16cm

0,23m3
PER A BOX

NONE

250 PCS

224 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
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LUXOR

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
PRODUCT SIZES

BOX SIZES

138cm
80cm

0,23 m3
150x95x16cm
1 PCS PER A BOX

78cm

Disassembled Shipping.
Minimum Order: 100 PCS

HEIGHT: 78cm - WIDTH: 138cm - DEPTH: 80cm

Go to the website.

WOOD COLOUR
It can be selected from MDF colors.

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

NONE

W: 150cm
D: 95cm
H: 16cm

0,23m3
PER A BOX

NONE

250 PCS

224 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
person authorized by the addressee to read this message, please do not use, duplicate, produce this message and forward to other parties under any circumstances and immediately delete this
message by noticing the addresser. Addresser or Tunçay Ltd. Şti. do not have any responsibility regarding the validity or timeliness on the information contained in the message and attachments there to.
Tunçay Ltd. Şti. shall not be held responsible for the delivery of the message and attachments there to with different content or late delivery, failure of protecting the confidentiality, containing virus and
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REX

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
PRODUCT SIZES

BOX SIZES

138cm
80cm

0,23 m3
150x95x16cm
1 PCS PER A BOX

78cm

Disassembled Shipping.
Minimum Order: 100 PCS

HEIGHT: 78cm - WIDTH: 138cm - DEPTH: 80cm

Go to the website.

WOOD COLOUR
It can be selected from MDF colors.

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

NONE

W: 150cm
D: 95cm
H: 16cm

0,23m3
PER A BOX

NONE

250 PCS

224 PCS

NONE
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This documents contain legally confidential and exclusive information and they are solely for the use of the receiving real and legal person limited with the purpose of delivery. Confidentiality of the
content of this message and compliance with the obligation of confidentiality is binding upon you if you receive the message despite not being the addressee. If you are not the addressee or the
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MARTI

Ürün Bilgileri / Product Information
PRODUCT SIZES

BOX SIZES

138cm
80cm

0,23 m3
150x95x16cm
1 PCS PER A BOX

78cm

Disassembled Shipping.
Minimum Order: 100 PCS

HEIGHT: 78cm - WIDTH: 138cm - DEPTH: 80cm

Go to the website.

WOOD COLOUR
It can be selected from MDF colors.

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SUMMARY

FABRIC REQUIRED

BOX SIZES

BOX VOLUME

WEIGHT

LOADING CAPACITY TRUCK

LOADING CAPACITY COUNTAINER 40’

STACKABLE

NONE

W: 150cm
D: 95cm
H: 16cm

0,23m3
PER A BOX

NONE

250 PCS

224 PCS

NONE
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MENGEN

152

GOYNUK

153

SEBEN

154

KOROGLU

155

BERA

156

MELODI

157

ANKA

158

BADY

159

LALE

160

LILA

161

MAVI

162

TABURE / STOOL

163

TUNÇAY KONTRAPLAK ORMAN ÜRÜNLERİ İNŞ. TUR. TİC. VE SAN. LTD. ŞTİ.
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